Abstract
Introduction
Recent research in economics, psychology, and neuroscience all want to know the neural mechanisms of the process of decision making. When the mapping between a particular action and its outcome or utility is fixed, the decision to select the action with maximum utility can be considered optimal or rational. However, human face more difficult problems in a multi-agent environment, in which the outcome of one's decision can be influenced by the decision of others. Recently, an increasing number of imaging and single-neuron recording studies have uncovered hitherto unknown aspects of neural processes that are related to decision making. However, brain mechanisms responsible for seeking optimal decision-making strategies in a dynamic environment still remain poorly understood. Recent research in neuroscience and computational modeling suggests that reinforcement learning theory provides a useful framework within which to study the neural mechanisms of reward-based learning and decision-making [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . According to many reinforcement learning models, differences between expected and obtained reinforcements, or reward "prediction errors," can be used to form and adjust associations between actions or stimuli and their ensuing reinforcements [5] , [6] . Critically, these models suggest that reward prediction errors can guide decision-making by signaling the need to adjust future behavior. In particular, larger prediction errors should be associated with adjustments in subsequent decisions, which occur because prediction errors strengthen or weaken representations of winning and losing actions, respectively.
Researches using scalp-recorded event-related brain potentials (ERPs) in human have revealed an ERP modulation called the "feedback-related negativity" (FRN) that might reflect a neural reward prediction error signal [7] . The FRN is a relatively negative ERP deflection at frontocentral scalp sites ~200-400 ms after negative compared with positive feedback [8] , [9] , and it reflects neural processes that share many characteristics with prediction errors [10] , [11] . suggested that the anterior cingulate cortex uses these error-prediction signals to adapt reward-seeking behavior and demonstrated that a computational reinforcement learning model can emulate behavioral and neural responses during simple learning tasks. If neural prediction error signals are used to guide decision-making, as suggested by reinforcement learning models, we would expect that International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 4, Number 2, April 2010 FRN magnitudes in response to decision outcomes should relate to subsequent decision behavior. In the present study, subjects played a zero-sum game against a computer opponent and could maximize their winnings only by dynamically adjusting their decision strategies. The results showed that the subject's choice behavior during a competitive game could be accounted for by a reinforcement learning algorithm. In addition, we used prediction errors and decision option representations generated from a computational reinforcement learning model to generate novel hypotheses about human ERP and behavioral responses in this task. Based on the idea that prediction errors are used to adjust action representations, our analyses tested the critical predictions: FRNs elicited by decision feedback should be related to how subjects adjusted their decision behavior on the subsequent trial.
Methods

Subjects
This experiment examined fourteen right-handed subjects (aged 18-31years, 9 male) who were recruited from the students and teachers at Jiangxi Blue Sky University. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and none of them had a history of psychiatric conditions. Participants were told that they could earn ￥50 and had the opportunity to receive extra money during the experiment. Details about payment of that extra money are explained below. This study was approved by the local ethics review committee and subjects signed informed consent documents before the start of the experiment.
Apparatus
Subjects were seated in a comfortable chair in an electrically shielded room under dim lighting after receiving an overview of the experimental procedures and providing informed consent. All stimuli were presented against a black background using a 19 inch LCD screen, and all cue and feedback stimuli occupied approximately 3° of visual angle horizontally, and 3° vertically.
Game and Procedure
In the experiment, subjects performed a competitive, zero-sum game similar to the classical game of "Matching Pennies" against a computer opponent. In the game, the subject and a computer each selected one of the two targets. If the subject and the computer opponent chose the same target, the subject won one point, and if the subject and the computer opponent chose opposite targets, the subject lost one point. and before the experiment, subjects were told that would earn ￥1 for each point. On each trial, at the preparing time, subjects first saw the two targets, a fixation dot on the screen for 1000 ms and then "you!" on the screen for about 1000 ms, and asked the subjects pressed the left and right "A" and "D" keys to select the target as quickly as possible. A green circle surrounded their chosen target for 1000 ms, and then followed by the computer opponent's choice highlighted in violet and "+1" or "-1" displayed above the targets for 1000 ms (Fig.1) . Three experimental conditions were presented in our study. In a given condition, the computer used one of three different algorithms, referred to as algorithms 1, 2 and 3, respectively, to select its targets.
In algorithm 1, the computer selected one of the two targets randomly each with 50% probability. In matching pennies, this mixed strategy corresponds to the Nash equilibrium. If one of the players plays according to the equilibrium strategy in matching pennies, the expected payoffs to both players are fixed regardless of the other player's strategy. Therefore, this algorithm was employed to examine the initial strategy of the subject before more exploitative algorithms described below were introduced.
In algorithm 2, the computer stored the entire sequence of choices made by the subject in a given session. In each trial, the computer then used this information to calculate the conditional probabilities that the subject would choose each target given the subject's choices in the preceding N trials (N=1 to 6). A null hypothesis that this probability is 0.5 was tested for each of these conditional probabilities (binomial test, p<0.05). If none of these hypotheses was rejected, it was assumed that the subject had selected both targets with equal probabilities independently from his/her previous choices, and the computer selected its targets randomly as in algorithm 1. If one or more hypotheses were rejected, then the computer biased its target selection using the conditional probability with the largest deviation from 0.5 that was statistically significant. This was achieved by selecting, with the probability of 1-p, the target that the subject had selected with the probability of p. For example, if the subject had selected the right-hand target with 80% probability, the computer would select the same target with 20% probability. In algorithm 2, therefore, the subject was required to select the two targets with equal probabilities and independently from its previous choices, in order to maximize its total reward. In algorithm 3, the computer used the entire choice and reward history of the subject in a given session to predict the subject's choice in the next trial. To this end, a series of conditional probabilities that the subject would choose each target, given the subject's choices in the preceding N trials (N=1 to 6) along with their payoffs, were calculated. As in algorithm 2, each of these conditional probabilities as well as those used in algorithm 2 was tested against the null hypothesis that the corresponding conditional probability is 0.5. If none of these hypotheses was rejected, then the computer selected each target randomly with 50% probability. Otherwise, the computer biased its target selection according to the same rule used in algorithm 2. In algorithm 3, therefore, the subject was required to select his/her targets not only with equal probabilities and independently from its previous choices, but also independently from the combination of its previous choices and their outcomes or equivalently from the choices of both players.
In the experimental session, each condition consisted of six blocks of 20 trials, and these six blocks were always successive. Thus, a complete session consisted of eighteen blocks (three conditions×six blocks) of 20 trials. In every condition, each block was followed by 2 min of rest, a longer break was allowed after alternate blocks. Subjects were encouraged to guess the target that was chose by the computer as accurately as possible. At the end of the experiment, the total number of points was showed on the screen, and also showed the bonus he/she would earn.
Recording and Data Analysis
ERP Recording
Subjects were fitted with a 32 electro cap (NeuroScan corp., American) to record electroencephalograms (EEG). Left and right mastoids (M1, M2) were used as reference. Elecotrooculograms (EOG) recorded vertical and horizontal eye movements, with electrodes placed above and below the orbit and on the outer canthus of each eye. Impedance of electrodes was less than 5 K  . The EEG was recorded with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz (with an anti-aliasing low-pass filter set at 100 Hz). All EEG and EOG signals were amplified, the time constant was set at 0.1 s and the low-pass filter at 30 Hz. All signals were recorded continuously and digtized online at 200 Hz.
Preprocessing
Data were re-sampled to 250 Hz and band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 24 Hz off-line. Before any further processing of the data, channels which were noisy for the majority of the recording period (e.g. due to drift or bad contract) and segments containing severe artifacts (disturbances across many channels) were deleted. Trials containing blink or other artifacts, identified as having voltage amplitudes greater than  90  V, were removed before averaging. Although the topography of the FRN is fairly anterior in our study and in other studies, these effects are not likely contaminated by eye-blinks, because eye-blink artifacts are more anterior and are spread out across the x-axis of the scalp (i.e., extending from eye to eye) [12] rather than being small and focused in central electrodes. Two subjects had to be excluded from further analysis because of the bad electrodes, and the left subjects for the analysis.
Data analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by entering average ERP voltage potentials from a 240-300 ms post-feedback window into a 2 (feedback: positive or negative) × 2 (decision on following trial: same or opposite) repeated-measures ANOVA. We chose this time window based on the peak of the FRN (the losswin difference) from electrode FCz, which occurred about at 270 ms. ERPs were averaged across time windows because average amplitude measures are more robust than peak amplitude measures with respect to noise fluctuations in ERP waveforms. We selected FCz for analyses based on the loss-win difference topography, which demonstrates that the FRN was maximal at this site and more easily visually compared with results from the model. We calculated and plotted International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 4, Number 2, April 2010 the predictive FRN (see Results) as the difference between loss/opposite and loss/same trials. Probability that the subject would choose one of the targets according to a given condition (e.g., choose the right-hand target) was estimated from successive blocks of 120 trials in each algorithm. The statistical significance for each of these probabilities to deviate from a particular value was evaluated using a binomial test. Whether the difference in a pair of such probabilities was statistically significant was determined with a Z-test. The tendency for such probabilities to increase or decrease throughout the course of a particular algorithm was tested with a regression model with the block number and the probability as the independent and dependent variables, respectively. The statistical significance of the regression coefficient was determined with a t-test.
Reinforcement learning model
In order to test whether the subject's decision was systematically influenced by the cumulative effects of reward history, we used a reinforcement learning model. In this model, a decision was based on the difference between the value functions (that is, expected reward) for the two targets. Denoting the value functions of the two target (L and R) at trial t as ) (L V t and ) (R V t , the probability of choosing each target is given by the logit transformation of the difference between the value functions. In other words, We introduced a separate parameter for the unrewarded target ( 2  ) because the probability of choosing the same target after losing a reward was significantly different from the probability of switching to the other target for all subjects and for both algorithms 1 and 2. The parameters of the reinforcement learning model were estimated according to the maximum likelihood procedure using a function minimization algorithm in Matlab 6.5 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 
Results
Behavioral results
To determine how the subject's decisions were influenced by the strategy of the opponent, we manipulated the amount of information that was used by the computer opponent. In algorithm 1, the computer selected its targets randomly with equal probabilities (each was 50%), regardless of the subject's choice patterns. In algorithm 2, the computer analyzed only the subject's choice history. In algorithm 3, the computer chose its target randomly if it did not find any systematic bias in the subject's choice behavior. Therefore, a reward rate near 0.5 indicates that the subject's performance was optimal. Indeed, the subject's reward rate was close to 0.5 for all algorithms, indicating that the subject's performance was nearly optimal. All subjects had a significant bias to choose one of the two targets more frequently than the other (Fig. 2) . The percentage of trials in which the subjects selected the right-hand target was with an average of 58.2%, 51.6%, and 50.8% for the 1, 2, 3 algorithms respectively. In addition, the probability of choosing a given target was relatively unaffected by the subject's choice in the previous trial (Table 1) . For example, the average probability that the subject would select the same target as in the previous trial was also close to 50% (P=50.3% , 49.7% for algorithms 2 and 3, respectively). In contrast, the subject's choice was strongly influenced by the computer's choice in the previous trial, especially in algorithm 2. In the game of matching pennies, the strategy to choose the same target selected by the opponent in the previous trial can be referred to as a win-stay-lose-switch(WSLS) 
Reinforcement learning model
To examine whether behavioral responses reflected a reinforcement learning process, we compared subjects' behavioral choices to outputs of the model. In this model, the value function associated with each target was adjusted according to the target selected by the subject and whether that choice was rewarded or not. Maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters (Table 2) showed that a frequent use of the WSLS strategy during algorithm 2 was reflected in a relatively small discount factor ( 2 . 0   ), a large positive 1  (>0.6) and a large negative 2  (<-0.5) in both subjects. For algorithm 2, this led to a largely bimodal distribution for the difference in the value function. In contrast, the magnitude of changes in value function during algorithm 3 was smaller, indicating that the outcome of previous choices only weakly influenced the subsequent choice of the subject. In addition, the discount factor for algorithm 3 was relatively large ( 8 . 0   ). This suggests that the subject's choice was systematically influenced by the combined effects of previous reward history even in algorithm 3. The combination of model parameters for algorithm 3 produced an approximately normal distribution for the difference in value functions. This implies that for most trials, the difference in the value functions of the two targets was relatively small, making it difficult to predict the subject's choice reliably.
These results suggest that during a competitive game, the subjects might have approximated the optimal decision-making strategy using a reinforcement learning algorithm. 
ERP results
The correspondence between the behavioral data and the model suggests that humans engage a reinforcement learning-like process during the task. We next sought to investigate the neural mechanisms that might underlie this process by examining ERPs recorded while subjects played the game. The FRN recorded at fronto-central scalp sites were relatively negative after losses compared with ERPs after wins [repeated-measures one-way (feedback: win or loss) ANOVA at FCz, [F (1, 14) =15.1; p=0.002] (Fig.3 ), but the topography had no significant difference with the three algorithms. This ERP difference is similar in timing and topography to the FRN [similar effects are also called the "feedback error-related negativity" (fERN) or "medial frontal negativity"], which may reflect a neural computation of a reward prediction error [10] , [13] . If prediction errors signal the need to adjust future behavior, the FRN should predict adjustments in decision making on the subsequent trial. To test this hypothesis, we separately averaged ERPs during wins and losses according to the decision that was made in the following trial. As shown in Figure 4 , ERPs after losses were significantly more negative on trials when subjects chose the opposite target on the following trial (loss/opposite trials) compared with ERPs during losses when subjects chose the same target on the following trial (loss/same trials). This was confirmed by a 2 (outcome: win or loss)×2 (next trial: same or opposite) repeated-measures ANOVA(main effect of next trial decision, F (1,14) = 4.75; p= 0.04). This effect was significant for losses (F (1, 14) =5.49; p = 0.03) but not for wins (F (1,14) = 1.17; p = 0.29). In other words, loss/opposite trials elicited a larger FRN than did loss/same trials. In our experiment, there was also no significant difference with the three algorithms in the range of the waveform and the reflect time. 
Discussion
Interaction with other intelligent being is fundamentally different from( and more complex than ) dealing with inanimate objects [14] . Interaction with other agents are complicated by the fact that their behavioral strategies often change as a result of one's own behavior. Therefore, the analysis of decision making in a group requires a more sophisticated analytical framework, which is provided by game theory. Matching pennies is a relatively simple zerosum game that involves two players and two alternative choices. This study examined the statistical patterns of choice behavior in subjects playing a matching pennies game against a computer opponent. And as predicted, the subjects' behaviors were influenced by the opponent's strategy. When the computer blindly plays equilibrium strategy regardless of the subject's behavior, the subjects selected one of the two targets more frequently. In contrast, when the computer opponent began exploiting biases in the subject's choice sequence, the subject's behavior approached the equilibrium strategy. Furthermore, when the computer did not examine the subject's reward history ( algorithm 2 ), the subject achieved a nearly optimal reward rate by adopting the win-staylose-switch ( WSLS ) strategy. This was possible because this strategy was not detected by the computer. Finally, the frequency of the WSLS strategy was reduced when the computer began exploiting biases in the subject's choice and reward sequences ( algorithm 3 ).
These results also suggest that the subjects approximated the optimal strategy using a reinforcement learning algorithm. This model assumes that the subjects base their decision, in part, on the estimates of expected reward. During zero-sum games such as matching pennies, strategies of the players behaving according to some reinforcement learning algorithms would gradually converge on a set of equilibrium strategies [15] , [16] . However, it is important to update the value functions of different targets by a small amount after each play when playing against a fully informed rational player ( such as algorithm 3 in the present study). This is because large, predictable changes in the value functions would reveal one's next choice to the opponent. In the present study, the magnitude of changes in the value function varied acording to the strategy of the opponent and was adjusted through the subject's experience.
Finally, we examined ERPs after decision outcomes to test the idea that reinforcement learning signals guide dynamic changes in decision behavior. Our results were consistent with predictions of a computational model, suggesting that neural prediction According to a recent theory, the FRN reflects a reward prediction error signal sent from the midbrain dopamine system to the anterior cingulate cortex, in which it is used to adapt behavior according to principles of reinforcement learning [7] . Given that prediction errors might signal the need to adjust behavior [17] , [18] , the FRN should reflect not only whether the current feedback is good or bad but also how behavior is adjusted in the future. Consistent with this idea, we found that ERPs elicited by loss feedback were more negative when subjects chose the opposite versus the same target on the subsequent trial. According to many reinforcement learning models, prediction error signals can guide decision-making by modulating the strength of weights for competing decision options [19] , [20] . Consistent with these models, single-unit recording studies of monkeys have shown that activity in specific response-related neurons is modulated by expected reward [21] , [22] . The present results provide the evidence to suggest that humans might engage a similar mechanism. Other studies using different paradigms have reported feedback-locked potentials that have been referred to as the FRN, the fERN or the medial frontal negativity [8] , [23] . Although there may be functional differences between these effects [7] , they share many functional characteristics and can be distinguished from lateroccurring modulations of ERP components such as the P300 complex or error positivity [11] , [24] . Second, both the FRN and the pFRN effects have an anterior scalp topography, whereas the P300 typically has a more posterior topography with a spatial peak at CPz. Other ERP studies have related the magnitude of the FRN to overall learning or decision-making strategies, although these were not on the trial-by-trial level [25] . Additionally, some studies have shown that, during speeded reaction time tasks (when errors arecommon), ERPs after the response predict increases in reaction time on the subsequent trial [26] , [27] . However, ERPs are not correlated with subsequent reaction time adjustments in every study [28] , and, in the present study, the pFRN was unrelated to reaction times on subsequent trials (one-way ANOVA, F (1, 14) <1). This is probably because our study did not require speeded responses, and so reaction times were not relevant to task performance. It is likely that the FRN/ERN signals prediction errors, and the impact of prediction errors on future behavior will vary across studies, depending on which specific behaviors are task relevant [29] . Although the neural generator(s) of the FRN remain somewhat debated, accumulating evidence from ERP source localization studies suggests that theanterior cingulate or surrounding medial frontal cortex is a likely generator [30] , [31] . Consistent with these source estimations, and with our finding that the pFRN predicts adjustments in decision-making, a recent study showedthat cingulate lesions in monkeys impair the ability to use previous reinforcements to guide decision-making behavior [32] . Unfortunately, in our experiment, the results of subjects didn't show significant difference in ERPs and topographical distributions of FRN with the cumulative effects of reward history. Several lines of evidence suggest that calculations of prediction errors are expressed through dynamic changes in midbrain dopamine neuron activity [33] . Interestingly, larger or longer dopamine dips follow larger violations of expected reward [34] and thus might indicate a larger prediction error. Midbrain dopamine neurons can directly modulate activity of pyramidal cells in the cingulate cortex [35] , and may transmit prediction error signals through this connection. Cingulate neurons can also modulate activity in the striatum and midbrain [36] , so it is possible that prediction error signals might be calculated in the cingulate and transmitted to midbrain dopamine regions. Future research using simultaneous recordings from the medial frontal cortex and midbrain may shed light into whether prediction errors are first signaled by cortical or subcortical areas. Dopaminergic prediction error signals might guide adjustments in action representations through modulation of the basal ganglia-thalamic cortical motor loop [37] . Specifically, the globus pallidus may gate activations of motor commands in the thalamus [9] . Phasic bursts or dips of dopamine modulate the gating mechanism of this system over the thalamus and thus may allow cortical representations of actions (e.g., left-or righthand responses) to be strengthened or weakened [38] .
